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Abstract 
A procedure is presented for constructing the hyperbolic singular value decomposi- 
tion of a matrix A with respect o a signature matrix 4. When the rank of A is less than 
the rank of AH~0A, the decomposition preserves the structure of the isotropic subspace of 
the column space of A. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
This note presents an elementary construction of  the hyperbolic singular val- 
ue decomposit ion (HSVD) for a pair (A, ~b) formed by an arbitrary m x n com- 
plex matrix A with m ~> n and a m x m signature matrix cb. For the case when A 
is q~-regular, i.e., when the rank of  A is the same as the rank of AUrA, a simple 
construction of  the HSVD was presented in [1]. This construction uses the hy- 
perbolic Householder transformations described in [2,3]. For the case when A is 
~b-rank deficient, i.e., when the rank of  AH~A is strictly less than the rank of  A, 
the structure of  the HSVD is more complex. The higher level of  difficulty is due 
to the fact that the column space R(A) of  A contains a nontrivial isotropic sub- 
space I(A). A generalization of  the HSVD which is applicable to q~-rank defi- 
cient matrices was proposed in [4]. However, this extension is rather 
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unsatisfactory, since it destroys the structure of the isotropic subspace I(A). A 
version of the HSVD which preserves and highlights the structure of the isotro- 
pic subspace was proposed recently by Zha [5]. Unfortunately, the derivation 
given in [5] is rather indirect, since it relies on a general decomposition for ma- 
trix pairs. A direct construction of Zha's HSVD is presented below. 
The HSVD admits a number of signal processing applications. One of them 
is the downdating problem of sliding-window recursive least-squares digital til- 
tering [6], where, given a matrix of the form 
M 1I t/ = A~A> (1) AlA  t - _ 
we seek to evaluate the eigendecomposition of M. This problem can be solved 
by writing M as 
with 
M -- AHcI)A. (2) 
[A 1 = , q~ = diag {I , -1}, (3) A A2 
and then performing a HSVD of A. Note that for recursive digital filtering ap- 
plications, the matrix M has often a Hermitian Toeplitz or close-to-Toeplitz 
structure. However, the HSVD has applications in other contexts where such 
a structure need not be present. For example, the HSVD represents a natural 
tool for implementing square-root Kalman filtering algorithms in Krein-space. 
It has been shown recently [7,8] that H ~ and risk-sensitive estimation filters can 
be formulated as Krein-space stimation problems. The key feature of Krein- 
space observation models is that they include noises with an indefinite Gram- 
ian, instead of a nonnegative definite covariance. As a consequence, to extend 
the observation decomposition technique of [9,10] to observations of this type, 
one must employ the HSVD. A derivation of Krein-space stimation algo- 
rithms based on the HSVD is presented in [l l]. 
2. The hyperbolic SVD 
A square matrix 4~ is said to be a signature matr ix  if it is diagonal with +1 
and -1 entries. Given a m × m signature matrix q~, a m x m complex matrix V 
is q~-unitao, if 
VcbV It = 4~. (4) 
More generally, P is a q>-hyperexchange matr ix  if 
~,pP,, = ~, (5) 
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where 4, is a signature matrix. Because of Sylvester's law of inertia, 4, and 4) 
have the same number of + 1 and - 1 diagonal entries, so there exists a permu- 
tation matrix P such that 
4, = POP r. (6) 
This implies that a hyperexchange matrix I) can be represented as the producl 
of a q~-unitary matrix V followed by a permutation P: 
i" = PV. (7) 
It is also worth noting that if V is 4~-unitary, so is its inverse V ~ - 4~VH4~. Sim- 
ilarly, if (- is a ~b-hyperexchange matrix satisfying (5), its inverse P ] = epp'4,  
is a 4,-hyperexchange matrix. 
Given an arbitrary m x n matrix A with m/> n, we say that A is oh-rank de- 
ficient if 
d ~ rank(A) - rank(A;;~PA) > 0. (8) 
Conversely, A is ~P-regular i fd  = 0. The isotropic subspace I (A) of R(A) is the 
d-dimensional subspace of R(A) which is ~P-orthogonal to the entire column 
space R(A), including I (A) itself. Thus, for any x E I(A) and y E R(A), we have 
xI;~Pv = 0. Zha [5] proposed recently the following version of the HSVD, which 
preserves the structure of I(A). 
Theorem 1. Let q) be an m × m signature matr ix and A an m × n complex matr ix 
o j rank  r, with m >~ n. Let d be the q)-rank deficieno' o['A defined in (8), and let 
# = r - d. There exists an n x n unitary matr ix  U amt an m x m to'perexchange 
matr ix  V such that 
VAU = D = D~ ' 
0 
(9) 
¢1 0 0 0 
VcPV;; ~ = 0 I,/ 0 0 (I0) 
0 0 - I , ;  0 
0 0 0 4,3 
where Di and D2 are positive diagonal matrices o j s i ze  p and d, respectitvly, am/ 
where 4,E, 4,3 are two signature matrices o Js ize p and m-  r -d ,  respectively. 
A procedure for constructing the HSVD of q3-regular matrices with hyper- 
bolic Householder transformations i described in [1]. This procedure is used 
here as a building block to derive the HSVD for the general case. 
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3. HSVD construction 
By performing an eigendecomposition of the matrix AH~A, we obtain 
0 l AH~A = gl  U~, (11) 
where UI is a unitary matrix formed by the eigenvectors ofA"~bA, and A~ is the 
diagonal matrix of size p which regroups the nonzero eigenvalues of AHq~A. 
Then, consider the matrix 
AUI = IA, All ,  (12) 
where the block At has size m × p, and A-I has size m × (n - p). We have 
[; °01 
so that the columns Of Al span I(A). Since A~C~Al = AI with AE invertible, Al 
has full column rank. Because I(A) has dimension d, we can use a unitary ma- 
trix U2 to compress the columns of A~, which gives 
A,U,_ = [A2 0], (14) 
where the columns of the m × d matrix A2 form a basis of/(A).  
Since Aj has full column rank and A~t~AI = At is invertible, AI is @-regular, 
so that we can apply the HSVD technique of [1] to construct a hyperexchange 
matrix V~ and a unitary matrix Q1 such that 
VI q~Vi fl = 4~1, (15b) 
where D1 is a positive definite diagonal matrix of size p, and 4~1 is a signature 
matrix. 
We have therefore 
Vt[A~ A2]= [ D'Q~' 
But since 
E2]F, " (16) 
0 = A~b[AI A2] [E~, F~]@II D IQ~_  E2]F~ (17) 
with DI Q~t invertible, we can deduce that E2 = 0. Consequently, if we partition 
~bl as 
o[ 0 o l 
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where the signature matrices ~1 and q~2 have sizes p and m - p, respectively, we have 
F21t gP 2 F 2 = O, (19) 
i.e., F2 is ~b2-isotropic. Note also that since A2 has full column rank, & has full 
column rank. Then, an eigendecomposition of ~l~& gives 
~"& = Q2A2G', (20) 
where Q2 is unitary and A2 is a positive definite diagonal matrix of dimension d. 
Let G2 = F2Q2. We have 
G~t gP2G2 = O, (21a) 
GHG2 = A2 > 0. (21b) 
By applying a permutation matrix P~ to the rows and columns of ~be, we can 
rewrite q5 as 
pleb~p(= lip 0 ] (22) 
- 0 -4  
with p + q = m - p. Permuting the rows of G 2 accordingly ields 
The identities (21a) and (21b) imply 
G2~ G> = G~ G2 = A2/2. (24) 
Let D2 be the positive definite square-root of A2/2. Performing QR decom- 
positions of the matrices Ge+ and G2 , we obtain unitary matrices U~ and U 
such that 
U~ G,~ = - , (25a) 
" O(p_d)×d 
U G~ = - . (25b) 
- O(q d)×d 
The upper triangular factors of G2+ of G2 coincide with D2 because D2 is the 
unique upper triangular Cholesky factor of A2/2. Since U_ and U. are unitary, 
the matrix U~ O U is Iv @ -I~ unitary. 
Then, consider the permutation matrix 
i 0 LI (26) &= 4, - , ,  0 " 
0 0 /~,/ 
140 
It obeys 
k O(q d)xd 
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z D9 • 
O(m r-2d)xd 
(27) 
so that the matrix 
V.,=p.,[U+ 0 ]p, 
- 0 U 
satisfies 
~G2 = D2 . 
0(m r 2d)xd 
We have also [,o 
cl)2 V~ J = --Id 
0 ¢3 
0 
0 , 
(2a) 
(29) 
(30) 
where ~3 is a signature matrix, so that ~ is a hyperexchange matrix. 
Combining all the operations we have performed up to this point gives (9) 
and (10), where 
['o 0] v = v~ (31) 
is a hyperexchange matrix, and 
, o [,, 0 o] 
= [Q00 1100 Q2 (32) U UI ~ 0 I,,~, 
is a unitary matrix. 
Remark. From a numerical point of view, the key steps of the above 
construction are the Hermitian eigendecomposition (I lL the column compres- 
sion (14), the regular HSVD (15a) and (15b), the Hermitian eigendecompo- 
sition (20), and the QR decompositions (25a) and (25b). Each of these steps can 
be implemented reliably; see for example [1] for a detailed implementation of 
the regular HSVD. Note that the procedure we have described requires the 
determination of the rank p of AH@A and the dimension d of the isotropic 
space I(A). The rank p is obtained from the Hermitian decomposition (1l), and 
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its accurate determination depends on the separation existing between the 
nonzero eigenvalues appearing in Al and the zero eigenvalues. The evaluation 
of d can be performed by using a SVD of A-l to compress the columns of Aj in 
(14). Then d corresponds to the number of nonzero singular values of AI. 
4. Example  
Consider the pair 
A= 1 1 , 4~= -1 . 
1 1 0 
The matrix A has rank 2, but 
(33) 
(34) 
has only rank l, so that the column space of A contains an isotropic space of 
dimension 1. In the eigendecomposition (11) ofA~q~A,  we have 
?1 U~ = ~ Aj 5. (35) 
so that 
1 3 -1  . AU, =A=[A I  A~]=~ 
Then, the matrix 
[ v :  3/5 
3/5 
is ,b unitary and satisfies 
-3 /5  3/5 1 
-59/50 9/50 
-9/50 -41/50 
which, by selecting U = U~, gives the HSVD of,4. 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
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